
 By entering the Paulo Costa Official ‘Secret Juice’ Giveaway, the entrant is indicating his/her 
agreement to be bound by these terms and conditions

 Entrants must be aged 18 years or older to participate in this competition.


 The competition will run on Thursday 18 Feb to Saturday 7:00 PM PST

 Prizes Include: Secret Juice Signed Collection, 2 signed posters, 100 exclusive vouchers,

 IMPORTANT NOTE: Prizes will be sent via courier to the winners. Winners will be responsible to 
keepmemorabiliaa in a safe place.

 The ‘Secret Juice Army’ leaderboard will be utilised to display the top winners of the competition. 
The "View Submission" feature will provide complete transparency regarding the reasons for a 
participant's victory

 The prizes remain as stated and are not transferrable, and no cash or other alternatives will be 
offered. Prizes are subject to availability, and we reserve the right to substitute any prize with 
another of equivalent value without giving notice

 The competition is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or any other social media platform

 Any questions, comments or complaints regarding the competition will be directed to 

       https://paulocostaofficial.com/

 The organiser ‘Paulo Costa Merch’ reserves the right to cancel the competition if circumstances 
arise outside of its control

 ‘Paulo Costa Merch’ has the right, at its sole discretion and at any time, to change or modify these 
terms and conditions

 ‘Paulo Costa Merch does not take any responsibility if the delivery of the prize is signed off or 
received by another person other than the winner

 Once the prize has been delivered and the winner confirms receipt in good order, ‘Paulo Costa 
Team’ takes no further responsibility for any incorrect usage/future damages of the prize.



 ‘Paulo Costa Merch’ is not responsible for inaccurate prize details supplied to any entrant by any 

third party connected with this competition

 ‘Paulo Costa Merch’’ does not take any responsibility for incorrect contact/address details 
supplied by the winner

 No responsibility can be accepted for entries not received for whatever reason

 ‘Paulo Costa Merch’ takes no responsibility if the entrant is blocked/reported on any social media 
platform, for any reason regarding the competition

 Winner accepts delivery and distribution terms and conditions. Distribution and delivery will be 
subject to stock availability and courier schedules

 Due to the unforeseen circumstances,‘Paulo Costa Merch’ will not be liable of experienced delays 
in prize delivery, especially to winners in different provinces.

T’S & C’S


